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I Am Me! Aug 21 2021 I Am Me! empowers children to love themselves through their differences. Let the cross-cultural art style, bold colors, and amusing expressions help you teach your child awareness and acceptance of race, gender, and emotions.
Unlikely Partners Feb 01 2020 With Deng Xiaoping’s blessing, Mao’s successors scoured the globe for fresh ideas to launch domestic prosperity and global economic power. Yet China’s government did not publicize its engagement with Western-style innovations,
claiming instead that economic reinvention was the Party’s achievement alone. Julian Gewirtz sets forth the truer story.
The Magic of Bamboo Jun 06 2020 Is bamboo a food, a grass, or a wood? One little boy knows that it's all three! Told in both English and Chinese, The Magic of Bamboo is the story of a little boy whose house was surrounded by many bamboo forests and streams.
He lived with bamboo all year round. In spring, he ate delicate and delicious bamboo shoots; in summer, he crafted pliant bamboo stalks into baskets and brooms that he used as tools for fishing; in fall, he used mature bamboo to build kites that flew high and far; in
winter, pork cooked with bamboo shoots was the celebratory dish for his family's New Year's Eve dinner. Even the special gift he received from his grandfather on New Year's Eve was made of bamboo. Winsomely told and delightfully illustrated, The Magic of
Bamboo is a tale that will enchant readers of all ages.
The Wisdom of the Chinese Kitchen Aug 28 2019 An assortment of 140 recipes for classic Cantonese family dishes is accompanied by an introduction to the philosophy and principles of Chinese cuisine, and advice on the techniques of Chinese cooking
Teach Me Everyday Chinese Oct 11 2020 Presents a musical journey through the day with Marie and her family to learn Chinese with songs, common expressions, colors, numbers, the alphabet, and more.
The Way of the Linguist Mar 16 2021 The Way of The Linguist, A language learning odyssey. It is now a cliché that the world is a smaller place. We think nothing of jumping on a plane to travel to another country or continent. The most exotic locations are now
destinations for mass tourism. Small business people are dealing across frontiers and language barriers like never before. The Internet brings different languages and cultures to our finger-tips. English, the hybrid language of an island at the western extremity of
Europe seems to have an unrivalled position as an international medium of communication. But historically periods of cultural and economic domination have never lasted forever. Do we not lose something by relying on the wide spread use of English rather than
discovering other languages and cultures? As citizens of this shrunken world, would we not be better off if we were able to speak a few languages other than our own? The answer is obviously yes. Certainly Steve Kaufmann thinks so, and in his busy life as a
diplomat and businessman he managed to learn to speak nine languages fluently and observe first hand some of the dominant cultures of Europe and Asia. Why do not more people do the same? In his book The Way of The Linguist, A language learning odyssey,
Steve offers some answers. Steve feels anyone can learn a language if they want to. He points out some of the obstacles that hold people back. Drawing on his adventures in Europe and Asia, as a student and businessman, he describes the rewards that come from
knowing languages. He relates his evolution as a language learner, abroad and back in his native Canada and explains the kind of attitude that will enable others to achieve second language fluency. Many people have taken on the challenge of language learning but
have been frustrated by their lack of success. This book offers detailed advice on the kind of study practices that will achieve language breakthroughs. Steve has developed a language learning system available online at: www.thelinguist.com.
Learn Chinese with me 1 Sep 02 2022
The Chinese Particle Le Sep 09 2020 Ever since the start of Chinese linguistic studies, the description of the Chinese particle LE has remained elusive. The classification has evolved from a listing of sentences and the discussion of contrastive pairs to a more context
and discourse-oriented analysis. The development in recent years of inferential models and situation semantics has opened the way for a renewed study of the use of the Chinese particle LE. This book discusses the Chinese data from a 'mental space' perspective and
finally reveals the role so-called Chinese 'sentence LE' plays in the construction and maintenance of discourse.
China Called Me Sep 29 2019
It's All Chinese to Me Apr 16 2021 Picture yourself in China with this fun, graphic-novel inspired introduction to China, its culture and people! Ready to gain insight into Chinese culture in a fascinating way? This comprehensive introduction to Chinese culture lets
you peer into what makes China unique—its people. Firsthand tips, background info, and illustrations give you graphic impressions of the real China, and allow you to get a feel for not only what it's like, but how to survive the cultural differences. You'll find out
about: Major influences and historical events that guide Chinese behavior Key concepts crucial to interacting with Chinese people Social idiosyncrasies that surprise most Westerners Dealing with culture shock in China Peculiarities of Chinese business culture In It's
All Chinese to Me, you'll find the core insights to help demystify Chinese culture for Westerners. "Offers a balanced view of China's cultural strengths and weaknesses and should be required reading for international travelers. Highly recommended."—Midwest Book
Review "An excellent job of illustrating many of the common issues people may encounter while in China. Bravo!"—Mark Rowswell, AKA Dashan, performer and cultural ambassador
Learn Chinese With Me 1 Apr 28 2022
It's All Chinese to Me Jan 26 2022 This fully illustrated overview of Chinese culture creates graphic impressions that allow the reader to get a real feel for what it's like to be in the "Middle Kingdom".
Learn Chinese with Me Jun 30 2022
What Did the Ancient Chinese Do for Me? May 30 2022 Describes life in ancient China and explains how Chinese innovations and ideas about education, science, agriculture, medicine, philosophy, sports, and warfare have influenced the modern world.
????? Aug 01 2022 ??????????
Teach Me More Chinese Teaching Guide Jul 28 2019 Ages 2 to 12 years. The Teach Me More foreign language learning series follows the award-winning "Teach Me..." format with more songs, more learning, and more fun! Available in 9 languages, the
collection takes children on a musical journey through the seasons and months of the year. "Teach Me More..." introduces the child to the beach, the zoo and a more advanced vocabulary that strengthens the child's understanding of the language.
Mei Mei---a Beautiful Fish Apr 04 2020
China to Me Jul 20 2021 A candid, rollicking literary travelogue from a pioneering New Yorker writer, an intrepid heroine who documented China in the years before World War II. Deemed scandalous at the time of its publication in 1944, Emily Hahn’s now classic
memoir of her years in China remains remarkable for her insights into a tumultuous period and her frankness about her personal exploits. A proud feminist and fearless traveler, she set out for China in 1935 and stayed through the early years of the Second SinoJapanese War, wandering, carousing, living, loving—and writing. Many of the pieces in China to Me were first published as the work of a roving reporter in the New Yorker. All are shot through with riveting and humanizing detail. During her travels from Nanjing to
Shanghai, Chongqing, and Hong Kong, where she lived until the Japanese invasion in 1941, Hahn embarks upon an affair with lauded Chinese poet Shao Xunmei; gets a pet gibbon and names him Mr. Mills; establishes a close bond with the women who would
become the subjects of her bestselling book The Soong Sisters; battles an acquired addiction to opium; and has a child with Charles Boxer, a married British intelligence officer. In this unflinching glimpse of a vanished world, Hahn examines not so much the thorny
complications of political blocs and party conflict, but the ordinary—or extraordinary—people caught up in the swells of history. At heart, China to Me is a self-portrait of a fascinating woman ahead of her time.
Chinese Dec 13 2020 Are You Ready To Learn Chinese FASTER Than You Ever Thought Possible?Welcome to the Ultimate Crash Course on Chinese!* * *FREE GIFT INSIDE - How to Learn Any Language 300% FASTER* * *Do you want to learn Chinese? In
that case, you've come to the right place! Maybe you have already formed a vague idea of what the learning process will imply, and maybe it scares you off a bit. You see, when it comes to learning a new language we are ALL in the same game, and yet most people
don't realize it. Most people don't even take the time to think HOW they can speed up the entire process, and just dive into it extempore. Most people don't know what the right way to learning a language is... That's precisely why all the aspiring language speakers so
desperately need the RIGHT system first! They aren't learning the right way, they chunking things here and there. And so I did, back before I was introduced to the proper language learning strategies. It took me time to learn those strategies. It took me a lot of time
and effort to incorporate the secrets that would ultimately shape my entire language learning process! And now, I'm willing to share those secrets with you!I wrote this book for a reason. I wrote this book to show you HOW you can learn Chinese FASTER than you
ever thought possible. I wrote it to show you how you can set apart from the average path and go the whole way instead. You see, I may not know you, but I certainly know something about you: both you and me are alike. Whether you are just starting to get in touch
the Chinese language, or even if you have already started practicing it, I know you don't settle for average learning methods. I know you want something better. You won't stop until you fully grasp its essence. Until you fully grasp the path of simplicity. You won't
stop until you truly achieve all you can achieve. And guess what? That's precisely what we will go for on this book! Hey, I'm not saying you should throw away all the stuff you have already incorporated. You don't have to do that, trust me. My approach to language

learning is different. I'm a modern person. I'm aware of the world we live in, and I don't want to turn things upside down, and I guess neither do you. So, don't worry! I've got you covered. We'll go through the right strategies and we will APPLY them into our daily
modern lives. Because that's what's all about, isn't it? It's about improving our lives. Improving our focus. Improving our happiness! My goal is simple. I will help you incorporate the right strategies to learn Chinese FAST. I will help you simplify your path to
learning a new tongue. Sounds too difficult? It's not. I will show you how. I will take you through a step by step guide where you simply can't get lost! Together, we will go to the roots of Language and you will end up learning Italian in NO TIME!Here Is A Preview
Of What You'll Learn Inside... Introduction: Are You Ready For An Amazing Journey? Learn to Read Pinyin (And Do It Right!) Perfecting Your Pronunciation (First to Fourth Tone) Reading the Characters (This Is Where the Fun Begins...!) Writing Characters
(Trust Me, You Can Do It!) Saying Hello And Other Greetings Measure Words (Handful, Cup, Etc.) Numbers, Counting + Writing Time + Days + Months Are You Hungry? Looking for a Restaurant... Riding The Train (You Won't Get Lost!) Asking For Help
(Where, How, Who?) Conclusion: Now Embark on Your Own Adventure! BONUS From "Learn Spanish In 7 Days! - The Ultimate Crash Course to Learning The Basics of the Spanish Language In No Time" Much, much more! For a limited time get "Chinese:
Learn Chinese In 7 DAYS! - The Ultimate Crash Course to Learning the Basics of Mandarin Chinese In No Time" for just $7.99Get Your Copy Right Now!
Integrated Chinese, Level 1 Oct 23 2021
Hacking Chinese May 18 2021 Learning Chinese can be frustrating and difficult, partly because it's very different from European languages. Following a teacher, textbook or language course is not enough. They show you the characters, words and grammar you need
to become proficient in Chinese, but they don't teach you how to learn them! Regardless of what program you're in (if any), you need to take responsibility for your own learning. If you don't, you will miss many important things that aren't included in the course
you're taking. If you study on your own, you need to be even more aware of what you need to do, what you're doing at the moment and the difference between them. Here are some of the questions I have asked and have since been asked many times by students: How
do I learn characters efficiently? How do I get the most out of my course or teacher? Which are the best learning tools and resources? How can I become fluent in Mandarin? How can I improve my pronunciation? How do I learn successfully on my own? How can I
motivate myself to study more? How can I fit learning Chinese into a busy schedule? The answers I've found to these questions and many others form the core of this book. It took eight years of learning, researching, teaching and writing to figure these things out. Not
everybody has the time to do that! I can't go back in time and help myself learn in a better way, but I can help you! This book is meant for normal students and independent language learners alike. While it covers all major areas of learning, you won't learn Chinese
just by reading this book. It's like when someone on TV teaches you how to cook: you won't get to eat the delicious dish just by watching the program; you have to do the cooking yourself. That's true for this book as well. When you apply what you learn, it will boost
your learning, making every hour you spend count for more, but you still have to do the learning yourself. This is what a few readers have said about the book: "The book had me nodding at a heap of things I'd learnt the hard way, wishing I knew them when I started,
as well as highlighting areas that I'm currently missing in my study." - Geoff van der Meer, VP engineering "This publication is like a bible for anyone serious about Chinese proficiency. It's easy for anyone to read and written with scientific precision." - Zachary
Danz, foreign teacher, children's theatre artist About me I started learning Chinese when I was 23 (that's more than eight years ago now) and have since studied in many different situations, including serious immersion programs abroad, high-intensity programs in
Sweden, online courses, as well as on the side while working or studying other things. I have also successfully used my Chinese in a graduate program for teaching Chinese as a second language, taught entirely in Chinese mostly for native speakers (the Graduate
Institute for Teaching Chinese as a Second Language at National Taiwan Normal University). All these parts have contributed to my website, Hacking Chinese, where I write regularly about how to learn Mandarin.
Teach me-- Chinese Sep 21 2021 Ages 2 to 12 years. Book & CD. Includes a 45-minute CD and 20-page colouring book that includes all lyrics and translations.
The Chinese Language Jan 02 2020 "DeFrancis's book is first rate. It entertains. It teaches. It demystifies. It counteracts popular ignorance as well as sophisticated (cocktail party) ignorance. Who could ask for anything more? There is no other book like it. ... It is one
of a kind, a first, and I would not only buy it but I would recommend it to friends and colleagues, many of whom are visiting China now and are adding 'two-week-expert' ignorance to the two kinds that existed before. This is a book for everyone." --Joshua A.
Fishman, research professor of social sciences, Yeshiva University, New York "Professor De Francis has produced a work of great effectiveness that should appeal to a wide-ranging audience. It is at once instructive and entertaining. While being delighted by the flair
of his novel approach, the reader will also be led to ponder on some of the most fundamental problems concerning the relations between written languages and spoken languages. Specifically, he will be served a variety of information on the languages of East Asia,
not as dry pedantic facts, but as appealing tidbits that whet the intellectual appetite. The expert will find much to reflect on in this book, for Professor DeFrancis takes nothing for granted." --William S.Y. Wang, professor of linguistics, University of California at
Berkeley
Learn Chinese with Me, Workbook 2 (2nd Edition) Nov 04 2022 Learn Chinese with Me, Workbook 2 Learn Chinese with Me is a series designed for students of 15 to 18 years old whose native language is English. It guides the students from beginner to lowintermediate level. The topics in this series of textbooks have been carefully selected to meet the high school student's interests and are arranged in accordance with the rules of learning a second language. The series is composed of four volumes each of which
contains Students Book, Teachers Book, Workbooks, and phonetic and listening materials.
Learning Mandarin Chinese Characters Volume 1 Feb 12 2021 Reinforce your written Chinese with this practice book for the best-selling Tuttle Learning Chinese Characters. Learning Mandarin Chinese Characters helps students quickly learn the basic Chinese
characters that are fundamental to the language. Intended for self-study and classroom use, this character workbook presents 178 Chinese characters and over 534 common words using these characters. These are the characters and words students need to know if they
plan to take the official Chinese government HSK Level 1 Exam or the Advanced Placement (AP) Chinese Language and Culture Exam. Each character is presented in a very simple and clear way. A step-by-step diagram shows how to write the character, and boxes
are provided for freehand writing practice. The meaning and pronunciation are given along with the key vocabulary compounds and an example sentence. Review exercises reinforce the learning process and an index at the back allow you to look up the characters
according to their English meanings or romanized Hanyu Pinyin pronunciation. Key features of this Chinese workbook include: Designed for HSK Level 1 and AP exam prep Learn the 178 most basic Chinese characters Example sentences and over 534 vocabulary
items Step-by-step writing diagrams and practice boxes
Censored Dec 01 2019 A groundbreaking and surprising look at contemporary censorship in China As authoritarian governments around the world develop sophisticated technologies for controlling information, many observers have predicted that these controls
would be easily evaded by savvy internet users. In Censored, Margaret Roberts demonstrates that even censorship that is easy to circumvent can still be enormously effective. Taking advantage of digital data harvested from the Chinese internet and leaks from China's
Propaganda Department, Roberts sheds light on how censorship influences the Chinese public. Drawing parallels between censorship in China and the way information is manipulated in the United States and other democracies, she reveals how internet users are
susceptible to control even in the most open societies. Censored gives an unprecedented view of how governments encroach on the media consumption of citizens.
Look At Me I'm Learning Chinese Mandarin Nov 11 2020 This new, bi-lingual picture book is the perfect story for young children to learn the basics of the Chinese Mandarin language. Colourful, fun and educational! Mo has a confident spirit and a new thirst for
knowledge. He wants to learn Chinese Mandarin to make more friends! Being small he starts at the beginning, learning about essentials like greeting people, counting to 10 and how to say his name! As we follow Mo's character and the other children through the
story we discover more of the basics of the Chinese Mandarin language including subjects such as: Talking about age Likes and Dislikes Games and Playtime Colours of the Rainbow Different Pets Bedtime Routine On every page the text is printed in both English
and Chinese Mandarin so that parents or whoever reads the story can read to the child in both languages. Adults (or the readers) are provided with the perfect, fun and colourful platform to allow the child to repeat the Chinese Mandarin language back and practice
learning the words and pronunciation at ground level with the aid of playful images as well as fun phonetics to show how the words should sound! Whether a bi-lingual parent or just keen to teach a child a new language, this book is the perfect stepping stone to begin
their Chinese Mandarin education!
Revolutions: A Very Short Introduction Feb 24 2022 Revolutions have shaped world politics for the last three hundred years. This volume shows why revolutions occur, how they unfold, and where they created democracies and dictatorships. Jack A. Goldstone
presents the history of revolutions from America and France to the collapse of the Soviet Union, 'People Power' revolutions, and the Arab revolts.
Learn Mandarin Chinese for Beginners Jun 18 2021 Learn the Chinese Mandarin language with this flawlessly represented book, Ideal for the entire family, highlights 100 words to utilize while voyaging, from food and transport, to animals and climate. Each word is
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?????? Oct 30 2019 Cheng & Tsui's best-loved Chinese textbook series is new, revised, and better than ever!
The Problem with Me Mar 04 2020 "Based on the video game from Blizzard Entertainment."
Buy Me the Sky Jan 14 2021 "'Fast-paced and punchy ... accomplished' Independent With journalistic acumen and a novelist's flair, Xinran tells the remarkable stories of men and women born in China after 1979 - the recent generations raised under China's singlechild policy. At a time when the country continues to transform at the speed of light, these generations of precious 'one and onlies' are burdened with expectation, yet have often been brought up without any sense of responsibility. Within their families, they are
revered as 'little emperors' and 'suns', although such cosseting can come at a high price: isolation, confusion and an inability to deal with life's challenges. From the businessman's son unable to pack his own suitcase, to the PhD student who pulled herself out of
extreme rural poverty, Xinran shows how these generations embody the hopes and fears of a great nation at a time of unprecedented change. It is a time of fragmentation, heart-breaking and inspiring in equal measure, in which capitalism vies with communism, the
city with the countryside and Western opportunity with Eastern tradition. Through the fascinating stories of these only children, we catch a startling glimpse of the emerging face of China."
It's All Chinese To Me Mar 28 2022 It's All Chinese to Me is a fun and authentic introduction to Chinese culture that allows readers, tourists, and business travelers to experience what ultimately makes China so unique—its people. Learn about Chinese customs,
proper etiquette for all types of situations, and how to interact effectively while traveling China. Firsthand tips and illustrations offer an authentic view of China and the many cultural differences that foreigners encounter there. This new edition of It's All Chinese to
Me is revised and expanded with 25 percent new content, offering international visitors a set of essential insights to help demystify this highly complex and compelling culture. Readers will learn about: Major influences and historical events that guide behavior in
modern China Fundamental concepts crucial to interacting with Chinese people Social idiosyncrasies that may surprise most Westerners Dealing with culture shock in China Peculiarities of Chinese business culture
It's All Chinese To Me Dec 25 2021 It's All Chinese to Me is a comprehensive introduction to Chinese culture that allows readers, tourists, and business travelers to experience what ultimately makes China so unique—ts people. Learn about the Chinese approach to
life, proper etiquette for all types of foreign travelers, and how to communicate most efficiently through a better understanding of the Chinese mind. Firsthand tips and illustrations offer an authentic view of China and how to navigate the country and the many
cultural differences to be found there. This new edition of It's All Chinese to Me is completely revised and expanded with 25 percent new and relevant content offering international travelers a set of essential insights to help demystify this highly complex and
compelling culture. Readers will learn about: Major influences and historical events that guide Chinese behavior Fundamental concepts crucial to interacting with Chinese people Social idiosyncrasies that surprise most Westerners Dealing with culture shock in China
Peculiarities of Chinese business culture
Learn Chinese with me 1 Nov 23 2021
It's All Chinese to Me Jul 08 2020 It's All Chinese to Me is a fun and authentic introduction to Chinese culture that allows readers, tourists, and business travelers to experience what ultimately makes China so unique--its people. Learn about Chinese customs, proper
etiquette for all types of situations, and how to interact effectively while traveling China. Firsthand tips and illustrations offer an authentic view of China and the many cultural differences that foreigners encounter there. This new edition of It's All Chinese to Me is
revised and expanded with 25 percent new content, offering international visitors a set of essential insights to help demystify this highly complex and compelling culture. Readers will learn about: Major influences and historical events that guide behavior in modern
China Fundamental concepts crucial to interacting with Chinese people Social idiosyncrasies that may surprise most Westerners Dealing with culture shock in China Peculiarities of Chinese business culture
Essential Chinese May 06 2020 This portable, user–friendly Chinese language guide, phrasebook and dictionary is the cheapest and easiest way to learn Chinese before and during your trip. If you only want one Chinese language book—Essential Chinese is the way
to go. Part of Tuttle Publishing's Essential Phrasebooks Series, it is a great first introduction and beginner guide to the language of China and Taiwan and is also designed as a great Chinese phrasebook, making it the most versatile Chinese language learning tool on
the market. Perfect for business people or tourist traveling to China or for students who want to supplement their learning, this book's easy indexing feature allows it to act as a Mandarin phrase book or as English–Chinese Dictionary. A clever "point to" feature
allows you to simply point to a phrase translated in Chinese without the need to say a single word or read a single character. You will soon find yourself turning to Essential Chinese again and again when visiting or working in China. In this book you will find: Over
1500 practical sentences for everyday use. A glossary of over 2000 terms and expressions. Terms and phrases covering essential aspects of traveling and living in China. Extensive information about Chinese grammar and pronunciation. This beginner Chinese book
will help you quickly and easily learn Chinese. Your ability to read Chinese, write Chinese, speak Chinese, and comprehend Chinese will be vastly improved without having to take an entire Chinese language class. Other titles in this bestselling series of phrasebooks
include: Essential Japanese, Essential Arabic, Essential Korean, Essential Tagalog, and Essential Arabic.
Meet Me in Venice Aug 09 2020 When Ye Pei dreamed of Venice as a girl, she imagined a magical floating city of canals and gondola rides. And she imagined her mother, successful in her new life and eager to embrace the daughter she had never forgotten. But
when Ye Pei arrives in Italy, she learns her mother works on a farm far from the city. Her only connection, a mean-spirited Chinese auntie, puts Ye Pei to work in a small-town café. Rather than giving up and returning to China, a determined Ye Pei takes on a
grueling schedule, resolving to save enough money to provide her family with a better future. A groundbreaking work of journalism, Meet Me in Venice provides a personal, intimate account of Chinese individuals in the very act of migration. Suzanne Ma spent years
in China and Europe to understand why Chinese people choose to immigrate to nations where they endure hardship, suspicion, manual labor and separation from their loved ones. Today all eyes are on China and its explosive economic growth. With the rise of the
Chinese middle class, Chinese communities around the world are growing in size and prosperity, a development many westerners find unsettling and even threatening. Following Ye Pei’s undaunted path, this inspiring book is an engrossing read for those eager to
understand contemporary China and the enormous impact of Chinese emigrants around the world.
How to Write for Class Oct 03 2022 How to Write for Class: A Student's Guide to Grammar, Punctuation, and Style is a comprehensive guide to the concepts students need to know to write effectively for school. Rather than treat grammar as a series of rules to be
memorized, it emphasizes the logic behind the English language as well as the relationship between grammar and meaning. The approach taken in this book is also based on the observation that students often find it challenging to apply rules studied in isolation, or
through overly-simplified examples, to the more complex statements they want to include in their own writing. How to Write for Class is designed to help bridge that gap: it makes use of numerous examples from actual papers and walks students through the process
of constructing the type of sophisticated but grammatically coherent statements that will raise their academic writing to the next level. Appropriate for advanced middle-school through college writers.
Belt and Road Jun 26 2019 China's Belt and Road strategy is acknowledged to be the most ambitious geopolitical initiative of the age. Covering almost seventy countries by land and sea, it will affect every element of global society, from shipping to agriculture,
digital economy to tourism, politics to culture. Most importantly, it symbolizes a new phase in China's ambitions as a superpower: to remake the world economy and crown Beijing as the new center of capitalism and globalization. Bruno Maçães traces this
extraordinary initiative's history, highlighting its achievements to date, and its staggering complexity. He asks whether Belt and Road is about more than power projection and profit. Might it herald a new set of universal political values, to rival those of the West? Is
it, in fact, the story of the century?
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